
left chest
3.8” wide x 3” tall

1 color print
white

right sleeve
2.8” wide x 1.5” tall

1 color print
white

IMPORTANT: PROOF CAREFULLY - READ THESE INSTRUCTIONS!
1. Check this proof very carefully, compare it again to all instructions sent to us. Missing, incorrect, reversed instructions etc are your responsibility once approved. We incorporate
     Pantone numbers for all colours, check the numeric colour number. Colour name is for reference only.
2. Designs with �ne details may �ll in and/or thin lines may dissapear.  If you have concerns about any particular �ne details con�rm or request preproduction
     samples to con�rm before approving (additional costs may apply).
3. Digital prints onto some brands/colours garments produce a faint to a noticable “ring” around printed areas.  This is a normal occurance and comes out in the �rst wash.
4. We do not guarantee 100% color matching between digital prints and PMS colors, we match as closely as possible
WE DO NOT RECOMMEND APPROVING PROOFS ON A MOBILE DEVICE.  IT IS EASY TO OVERLOOK DETAILS. IF DOING SO TAKE ADDITIONAL CARE!

PLEASE NOTE: due to extreme detail some lines may need to be thickened, we will
do what we can to keep the detail but some may be lost or fill in
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